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LONDON
THE DORCHESTER

THE WOLSELEY
T: 020 7499 6996 | 160 Piccadilly, London, W1J 9EB

Renowned for its breakfasts, The Wolseley is an excellent choice for those wishing to start their day 

on a luxurious note. Take in the decadent interiors – high ceilings, monochrome tiled floors and a 

black and gold colour scheme – as you dine amongst the great and the good of London.

From The Wolseley, a 10-minute walk will bring you to Dover Street Market.

DOVER STREET MARKET
T: 020 7518 0680 | 18-22 Haymarket, London, SW1Y 4DG

Brainchild of Comme des Garçons founder Rei Kawakubo, Dover Street Market is a beautifully 

designed concept fashion store spread across several floors and stocking a range of high-end 

designers. Located away from the rush of Oxford Street, but still close enough to make it an easy 

walk, a visit here offers luxury shopping in a truly unique setting.

Then, walk to the Royal Academy of Arts, just 10 minutes from Dover Street Market.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS
T: 020 7300 8090 | Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BD

A must for all art lovers, the Royal Academy is a multifaceted artist-led institution located in 

Burlington House on Piccadilly. Gallery, museum, art school and charity, the Royal Academy aims 

to nurture both the practice and enjoyment of art through exhibitions, education and community 

collaboration.

From the Royal Academy, the art galleries of Cork Street are a five-minute walk away.

One day itinerary: Nearby
A booming Metropolis brimming with energy, opportunity and activity, London serves as an epicentre for finance, tourism, history 

and culture, and draws more international visitors to its hallowed streets than most other cities on earth. While the prospect of 

such a vast city can be daunting, the centre of London is surprisingly accessible and easy to navigate. With this one-day itinerary, 

the prospect of discovering the capital’s galleries, restaurants, and shops is an alluring and stimulating journey.

Begin your day in London at The Wolseley, just a 10-minute walk from the hotel.
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CORK STREET 
Cork Street, London, W1S

Tucked away between Knightsbridge and Piccadilly is London’s Cork Street, home to a hidden 

network of art galleries showcasing talent from all over the world. With many of the galleries free to 

enter, and the works frequently installed by the artists themselves, there’s often the rare opportunity 

to discuss the works with their creators.

The final stop of the day is Selfridges & Co., a 15-minute walk away.

SELFRIDGES & CO.
T: 0800 123 400 | 400 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

For discerning shoppers, the Oxford Street luxury department store remains something of an 

institution, offering everything from desirable stationary to must-have handbags, concept pop-ups to 

new designer showcases. A glass of champagne in the famous Foodhall remains the obvious choice 

for weary shoppers looking to recharge.

To get back to the hotel from Selfridges, it’s just a 10-minute walk.

All journey times are approximate and subject to variation.


